Abstract-In this work we present an scientific application that has been given a Hadoop MapReduce implementation. We also discuss other scientific fields of supercomputing that could benefit from a MapReduce implementation. We recognize in this work that Hadoop has potential benefit for more applications than simply data mining, but that it is not a panacea for all data intensive applications.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, petabyte data sets have become frontiers for High End Computing (HEC) applications. These applications generate, and process petabytes of data. The applications come from a diverse range of disciplines such as Cosmology [4] , Bioinformatics [9] , Earthquake Modeling [8] , Data Mining [16] , MRI scan data [21] , Astronomy data [23] , realistic graphic animations [22] , etc. We characterize HEC applications on the basis of the following properties, as shown in Figure 1: 1. Data Access Pattern -Does the application access a file sequentially or non-sequentially.
2. Worker Communication -An application can have loosely coupled worker communication where multiple workers doing the same task on different data sets without communicating with each other. In contrast, an application may require all the workers to communicate with each other to synchronize tasks especially when they are processing overlapping datasets, hence called a tightly coupled worker communication.
3. Multi-level -We define levels of an application as whether a single MapReduce operation can be used to implement an application or if multiple MapReduce operations are needed to meet the application requirements.
978-1-4244-4208-9/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE In HEC environment, parallel jobs are run in multiple ways. Traditionally, researchers in HEC have utilized the Message Passing Interface (MPI library) [18, 24] and other customized models to implement these demanding scientific applications. A taxonomy of the existing parallel programming models is shown in the Figure 2 . MPI and the corresponding I/O interface provides a rich set of functions that are optimized for specific scenarios. MPI/MPI-IO offers collective and non-collective operations to improve communication and I/O performance. MPI provides point-to-point and collective communication options for blocking and non-blocking send and receive operations. MPI-IO provides basic file manipulation operations like open, close, delete, resize, allocate, size, properties, etc. It provides different file view options to support a variety of access patterns. In short, the comprehensive set of MPI functions gives full control to application developers (i.e. scientists) that allows them to manually optimize the application.
However, the MPI processes are not reliable; if one compute node fails the entire application needs to be restarted. There are solutions for a fault tolerant MPI implementation, however, they are applicable only to a specific set of problems [20] . Also, the learning curve of MPI coupled with the inherent complexity of its code imposeschallengeinscienti~capplicationdevelopment.
These limitations and the growing scale of applications in terms of both computation and data require a high level programming language for automatic data and task distribution as well as failure recovery. Programming models should be sufficiently independent of the underlying architecture for portability, yet they should expose common architecture features to enable efficient mapping of the programs onto architectures [15] . Programming models should remain, however, simple for ease of use. For example, machine configuration for parallel jobs should be a transparent factor.
In contrast to MPI, there are customized computing models include submitting a job script manually to a scheduler. The job script consists of multiple serial jobs, written in any language, that are distributed across multiple nodes in the cluster environment by the scheduler. The user is responsible for making the tasks parallel, and then the scheduler just sends the jobs to the available nodes. In the case of failure, the user will be notified of the failure by the job scheduler. However, it is the responsibility of the user to re-instantiate the failed task(s). In short, keeping track of multiple failed tasks in a large application is very cumbersome. These aforementioned approaches have presented scientists and researchers with two major fundamental challenges:
1. Ease of programming 2. High availability and reliability MapReduce [14] is a new programming abstraction used by Google in its search engines and other data intensive applications running on clusters. MapReduce is an attempt to ease the programming burden while managing and processing large data sets. MapReduce follows a SIMD or SPMD model as it performs single instruction or all instructions in a single program on multiple large data sets. MapReduce provides automatic failure recovery by restarting the failed tasks. Programmers find MapReduce easy to use, and there are more than ten thousand distinct MapReduce programs implemented at Google [13] . The applications that can benefit from the MapReduce style programming exhibit data parallelism, task parallelism and resilience. Applications like web search engines are data parallel and MapReduce is an ideal candidate to implement them. Contrary to this, partially data parallel applications, such as FLASH [17] , uses MPI to parallelize the simulation code for thermonuclear detonations.
Recently, an open source implementation of MapReduce, Hadoop [1], has also been successfully used to program data parallel applications. Conceptually, 
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Hadoop can be used for data intensive scientific applications, because it facilitates ease of programming and high availability and reliability. Currently, whether it is feasible to implement scientific applications with Hadoop is still an open question.
In Section 2 we give a quick introduction of Hadoop including the MapReduce language as well as Hadoop's distributed file system (HDFS). Section 3 discusses a few potential applications and their suitability to the Hadoop framework. Section 4 describes preliminary results of a scientific Map Reduce application as compared to a current scientific application. Section 5 discusses related and future work, and presents the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE HADOOP ARCHITECTURE
The Hadoop architecture consists of a namenode and a jobtracker, both of which are servers, and then an 'N' amount of servers that function as tasktrackers and datan0 des. The namenode is responsible for managing all file system data within the Hadoop file system. It is also responsible for handling all read/write access to files as well as file replication. The datanodes service all read/write requests from clients based on direction from the namenode. They are also responsible for performing replication tasks and more importantly storing the file system data [10] . These two components comprise the backbone of the Hadoop file system. The job tracker is responsible for handling all jobs submitted by a client application. The jobtracker makes all scheduling decisions and is responsible for parallelizing the client application across the cluster. The jobtracker is also responsible for task resiliency in the cluster. It monitors all running tasks on the cluster and will kill and restart tasks that fail, hang or otherwise disappear from operation. The tasktracker is responsible for running the client application via instructions from the jobtracker [10] . The jobtracker and tasktrackers comprise the architecture for map-reduce programs to run on. In short, keeping track of multiple failed tasks in a large application is very cumbersome. These aforementioned approaches have presented scientists and researchers with two major fundamental challenges:
1. Ease of programming
High availability and reliability
MapReduce [14] is a new programming abstraction used by Google in its search engines and other data intensive applications running on clusters. MapReduce is an attempt to ease the programming burden while managing and processing large data sets. MapReduce follows a SIMD or SPMD model as it performs single instruction or all instructions in a single program on multiple large data sets. MapReduce provides automatic failure recovery by restarting the failed tasks. Programmers find MapReduce easy to use, and there are more than ten thousand distinct MapReduce programs implemented at Google [13] . The applications that can benefit from the MapReduce style programming exhibit data parallelism, task parallelism and resilience. Applications like web search engines are data parallel and MapReduce is an ideal candidate to implement them. Contrary to this, partially data parallel applications, such as FLASH [17] , uses MPI to parallelize the simulation code for thermonuclear detonations.
Recently, an open source implementation of MapReduce, Hadoop [I], has also been successfully used to program data parallel applications. Conceptually, Hadoop can be used for data intensive scientific applications, because it facilitates ease of programming and high availability and reliability. Currently, whether it is feasible to implement scientific applications with Hadoop is still an open question.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE HADOOP ARCHITECTURE
The Hadoop architecture consists of a namenode and a jobtracker, both of which are servers, and then an 'N' amount of servers that function as tasktrackers and datanodes. The namenode is responsible for managing all file system data within the Hadoop file system. It is also responsible for handling all read/write access to files as well as file replication. The datanodes service all read/write requests from clients based on direction from the namenode. They are also responsible for performing replication tasks and more importantly storing the file system data [10] . These two components comprise the backbone of the Hadoop file system. The job tracker is responsible for handling all jobs submitted by a client application. The jobtracker makes all scheduling decisions and is responsible for parallelizing the client application across the cluster. The jobtracker is also responsible for task resiliency in the cluster. It monitors all running tasks on the cluster and will kill and restart tasks that fail, hang or otherwise disappear from operation. The tasktracker is responsible for running the client application via instructions from the jobtracker [10] . The jobtracker and tasktrackers comprise the architecture for map-reduce programs to run on. 
B. HDFS
The HDFS is modeled very closely on the Google file system [12] . The approach to this file system assumes that failure in a large scale computing environment is commonplace, rather than a unique event. HDFS uses a scheme of three way replication to ensure that the files stored are always intact in three separate places across a Hadoop cluster. This distributed file approach allows for Hadoop to guarantee system resiliency. In Figure 5 is a diagram of a client application accessing the file system. Client applications will first direct file queries to the namenode, the name node then directs the file request to the appropriate datanode(s) and the datanodes supply the client application with the data. What is also shown in Figure 5 is the replication of the file across servers in a rack and across server racks. When Hadoop writes new data to its file system, it tries to apply some amount of data locality if possible. That is, as file chunks are written to datanodes across the HDFS, namenode tries to group at least one replicated chunk on the same server rack as the primary and then another chunk to an adjacent rack of datanodes, while also ensuring that no two replications of a chunk are stored to the same datanode. In the event of hardware failure of a server, the namenode takes an active role in re-establishing the health of the cluster without need for intervention by the user [1]. The ability of the HDFS to automatically handle system failures without loss of service or need for the user to intervene makes the Hadoop file system a very powerful tool for highly data intensive applications.
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From Figure 3 , it should be noted that in its configuration, Hadoop prefers that one server be allocated for the namenode, one server for the jobtracker, and then all other servers be a coupling of a datanode and tasktracker. This is preferred mainly for data locality. The strength of Hadoop lies in the lack of bandwidth needed for the cluster to function appropriately, thus allowing performance on commodity computing without a fast, expensive interconnect. Because Hadoop keeps all filesystem metadata in main memory, it is necessary for the namenode to be its own server, this way file access is not slowed because of strain on the namenode from serving data and metadata requests. Similarly, the jobtracker is running multiple daemons to ensure task resiliency in the cluster, so Hadoop recommends that this also be its own dedicated server [1 ].
Beyond the architecture, the Hadoop framework consists of two main components: 1) The Map Reduce language, and 2) Hadoop's Distributed File Sys tem (HDFS). These two components working together allow for Hadoop to promise ease of programming and high reliability. . More so than that, the amount of processed data that a simulation generates can take longer to store than the time of calculation. The amount of processed data can scale up to petabytes depending on the simulation. A current practice of theoretical physicists is to simply pull out relevant data from a simulation at run time and immediately discard all other data. This leaves the time consuming need to re-run an old simulation every time a new region of the dataset needs to be examined. One such application that is used in astrophysics/cosmology is called
Hashed Oct-Tree Nbody code (HOT) [4] .
The basic operation of the HOT code occurs in several steps which can be adapted nicely to Hadoop. Essentially, particles are domain decomposed into spatial groups. Then, a distributed tree structure is constructed which is traversed independently on each processor in a cluster. The goal of which is to output a high-resolution N-body simulation of the calculated data. In this implementation, simulation sizes are limited to the ability of a cluster to handle the amount of parallel processing and proper storage of the data of these simulations. It has been observed that scientists are simply re running these simulations every time they need to examine a different region of the data set, rather than running the simulation on the entire recorded region and then simply storing it for review when needed. This limitation can be overcome by using Hadoop's ability to store large amounts of data in parallel across a large computing cluster resiliently. Because of Hadoop' s distributed file system, data calculated by a map-reduce version of HOT will be stored on the local node, rather than being shuffled between nodes on a cluster by some management software.
While there is no immediate need to port an implementation of HOT to Hadoop's Map Reduce framework, there is present need for Hadoop's distributed file system(HDFS). The HDFS can be used to analyze the data output by astrophysics applications such as HOT. In large astrophysics simulations, data in the multi-terabyte domain and larger can be generated from computation of raw data from scientific instruments [3] . This data must then be recomputed into comprehensible data for simulation. At Los Alamos National Lab, the current process for astrophysics work follows that raw data is computed into particle position and velocity data (via applications like HOT) on the large supercomputing 
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Conceptual Model of the HDFS [12] environments and then written to external storage. When the data needs to be used for visualizations, the large datasets must then be moved back from storage to one of the LANL supercomputers, and then 0 again when the simulation is over [3] . This whole process is time consuming for the operator to have to move large multi-terabyte datasets back and forth from storage to computing resources every time a new simulation needs to be run.
Hadoop is a coupling of a highly scalable storage system and a powerful parallel programming language. Using Hadoop as a storage server would allow for in place analysis of the computed vector position data that comes from astrophysics applications. Because the Hadoop file system would allow the data to be analyzed in place on a storage server, once the large scale computation of the raw data has been completed and the particle data is moved to a Hadoop storage implementation, the data will no longer be shuffled between computing and storage resources.
Job Script Example -BLAST: The BLAST application [9] and its different variations are used widely in the field of Bioinformatics as a comparison tool when determining the origin and nature of an organism. Datasets for these operations are large in scale (GBytes). Current methods of processing datasets in Bioinformatics include using what is known as an array job [19] . This process entails a scientist taking a file or files to be run by BLAST and splitting it into subpieces which are submitted to a cluster scheduler and are parallelized across multiple computers running BLAST. At the completion of the BLAST job, the scientist must then take the multiple output files and manually compile them into a single comprehensible output file.
This array job was run on S_suis strain of Streptococcus on a cluster of 36 Pentium III nodes each with 4GB of main memory and the job was submitted via the MOAB scheduler [5] . Total time to completion of the operation was approximately 17 minutes. This time includes the manual partitioning and reassembling of the S_suis file by the lab worker and it should be noted that there was no failure during the job. The run time of the BLAST application was close to 11 minutes.
An array job is widely used in Bioinformatics at institutions such as the Joint Genome Institute and Los Alamos National Lab (LANL). This process is essentially a Map Reduce operation. The difference is that there is no need to manually split an input file or files and reassemble the output, Hadoop does this intrinsically in a map reduce operation. If BLAST were properly ported to the map reduce framework, a user would gain the benefit of no longer needing to manually parallelize the BLAST tasks. With a batch scheduler, no task resilience is guaranteed. It is the responsibility of the user to manage and accommodate process failures in a cluster computing environment. While no task failures occurred on this BLAST array job, failures across large cluster environments are common. Hadoop's architecture guarantees process resiliency. For BLAST applications, the Hadoop file system would be beneficial solely because of high data reliability and the dependence of MapReduce on the HDFS. The HDFS is responsible for properly handling the parallelization of files. Map reduce is responsible for making the calls to the HDFS, but the HDFS is the backbone of the file splitting process [11] .
Cyber-security: LANL uses mined data for real-time network security. When malicious hosts are detected on the network, they are automatically quarantined from the network. Quarantine is accomplished by immediately reconfiguring the Ethernet switch that is attached to the 0 ending devices. LANL's Topology Reconstruction system is responsible for calculating an accurate network map and locating the switch port for each system on the network. The mined data that the lab uses is read in from a streaming binary source into a computer for analysis. These Binary files simply contain multiple network events that need to be identified as either legitimate or harmful network traffic. Since no binary event in the file relates to another, the operation is entirely data parallel on a monthly petabyte scale. LANL is interested in using Hadoop with its cluster computing environment for network analysis [7] . Cyber security's demand for the HDFS is similar to BLAST applications. The Map Reduce language relies on the HDFS in order to function appropriately. The HDFS can handle streaming files into the file system; as well as provide for analysis on the files incoming to the system. The HDFS allows for an easy partitioning of the incoming binary data to multiple different compute nodes across a Hadoop cluster. Via the HDFS architecture, no streaming data is ever sent through the namenode before being transmitted through to the datanode. All data read into the HDFS is sent directly to the location it will be stored [11] . Due to this property, network events streaming into the HDFS can be analyzed as they are being written to a datanode. In present cluster environments, incoming network data would first be written to a networked file system (NFS) to then be read and processed by the analysis application [6] . This extra overhead provides for an immutable delay in time between receiving and processing live network traffic in an analysis of data where time is critical. Hadoop's ability to do direct data analytics is useful to real-time applications because of the low amount of latency between the time data is received and the time it is processed.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE HDFS IN A SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
We implement an Astrophysics example as discussed in Section 3 using Hadoop. This application constantly cycles data between the same resources to re-run simulation data as shown in Figure 6 (a) and is a time consuming process. Because of this, our group has developed an application for Hadoop to perform in-place friends of friends (FOF) analysis of astrophysics data. As shown in Figure 6 (b), once data is written to the HDFS, it does not have to be transfered elsewhere to be analyzed. Our approach to this problem is straightforward and completed in a single level of MapReduce operations. The map operation is responsible for reading binary data from the local file system. The map operation takes the multiple binary files from the local filesystem and distributes them across the HDFS. The map operation sends out the parsed binary file data from the output of the astrophysics data and passes it to the reduce operation. Once the reduce operation begins it runs a friends of friends algorithm. The FOF code generates its output file that the reduce operation then appends to the HDFS This is a similar process to what happens on a large HEC environment, a file is read into the FOF algorithm and an output file is generated. However, the MapReduce operation was completed on relatively inexpensive commodity based hardware and did not suffer an unavoidable loss of productivity from data transfer time from storage to computer resources as did the HEC solution. Nor will the Hadoop version ever have to transfer data across a network to another computing resource to re-run the FOF algorithm, as with the HEC solution shown in Figure 6 (a).
Data transfer time is a large overhead to this type of scientific application. 30TB+ datasets are representative of the simulations done at LANL for a FOF code. These datasets do not have the benefit of a high-speed interconnect between storage and computing resources, they must be transferred over the LANL network. This transfer obviously takes a very long time to complete. In theory, if a storage system were able to fully utilize a 10 Gigabit ethernet connection from a storage to computing resource, without a drop in bandwidth, the time to transfer a 30TB file would be approximately 6.826 hours. Figure 7 shows a relation between our Hadoop implementation and the current HEC solution. The first 6.826 hours of transfer time is unavoidable, data must be moved from compute resources to some type of storage, whether it be a storage server or the HDFS. However, after this initial move, our Hadoop implementation gains a time savings of approximately 13 hours without even considering runtime of the FOF calculations. Over the course of several simulations, as indicated in Figure 7 , the time savings becomes significant.
Time Savings of Hadoop Cluster vs. HEC Solution
v. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have studied a few representative scientific applications in astrophysics and Bioinformatics. We observed that the behavior of these applications is similar to a typical MapReduce application. Most of the scientific applications consist of a simulation phase that generates the data sets, a storage phase to store the results and an analysis phase to analyze these data sets. The data and task parallelism in these applications along with high demands on reliability are motivation to explore migration of the partial or full application to Hadoop. Implementing these applications in Hadoop will alleviate the burden of managing tasks on a cluster computing environment. We have implemented the storage and analysis phase of an Astrophysics application and our results show that Hadoop enables the in-place analysis of halo data using FOF algorithm, and minimizes the time to move data back and forth between compute and storage resource.
There are many other fields in scientific data intensive computing that could benefit from Hadoop. Fields expressly discussed in this paper, Bioinformatics and Cyber-Security, would be good candidates for Hadoop and Map Reduce. Currently, our group is actively working on improving and broadening the range of Astrophysics applications that would benefit from Hadoop.
